
Timeless Finish.

BLT-IN-5124
Amantii's realistic flame and larger flame viewing area are standard for this 51” unit. The BLT-IN-
5124 is designed to be wall mounted or built-in. The fireplace unit can be recessed into an 
opening leaving the 3 3/8” depth concrete face sitting nearly flush against the wall. Included in 
the box is our new selection of fire glass media in three striking colours.

Amantii is pleased to introduce our new line of hand-poured concrete surrounds. Our surrounds 
are beautiful to look at, transforming any space and providing years of enjoyment. Part of the 
unique quality of concrete is that textures and irregularities are part of its charm. As such it is not 
uncommon to find slight surface irregularities and colour variations from piece to piece. Each 
piece is cast by hand and the finest colour pigments have been used for the optimal in colour 
consistency.

 

 The Artisan surrounds are available in two styles; the Moderno and the Classico, and 
two colours; Venetian Grey and Tuscan Cream.

ARTISAN SERIES

Enduring
WM-5124-MODERNO-TUSCANCREAM

FACE & COLOUR OPTIONS

Classico - Natural Finish only

Moderno - Honed Finish only

Styles: Colours in Each Finish:

Venetian Grey - Natural Finish Tuscan Cream - Natural Finish

Tuscan Cream - Honed FinishVenetian Grey - Honed Finish

Amantii is pleased to introduce our new line of hand-poured concrete surrounds. Our surrounds are beautiful to look at, transforming any space and providing 
years of durability.

Timeless Finish

Part of the enduring quality of concrete is that textures and irregularities are part of its charm. As such it is not uncommon to find slight surface irregularities 
and colour variations from piece to piece. Each piece is cast by hand and the finest colour pigments have been used for the optimal in colour consistency.

BLT-IN-5124

Amantii's realistic flame and larger flame viewing area are standard for this 51” unit. The BLT-IN5124 is designed to be wall mounted or built-in, the fireplace 
unit can be recessed into an opening leaving the 3 ½” depth concrete face sitting flush against the wall. Included in the box is our new selection of fire glass 
media.

 


